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Silently stalking its way through Cartier iconography for a century, the Panther is the proud leader of

the pack of precious animals that make up the famous Cartier menagerie. A superbly stylish

influencer throughout history, the panther has been a symbol of power, seduction, and triumph since

ancient times. Filled with stunning imagery including rarely seen drawings from the Cartier archives,

Cartier PanthÃ¨re illustrates the panther in art history and popular culture, and chronicles the

evolution and techniques of the Cartier Panther. Featuring texts by art historian Berenice

Geoffroy-Schneiter, jewelry historian Vivienne Becker, jewelry technical expert Joanna Hardy, and

fashion editor AndrÃ© Leon Talley, this beautiful volume also includes a complete chronology of

100 years of Cartier Panther jewels.
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It's Cartier and it's the best $130.00 I've spent on a Coffee Table Book, there was that part of me

that wanted to buy this in the store but I saved about $70 getting it on ...Now about the book, all I'll

say is If you LOVE or even Like CARTIER the you'll love this book, after all.....IT'S

CARTIER...enough said.....RR

This book is a great addition to my coffee table books. It's enormous but a beauty.

Not a Cartier level book.very limited pieces and not a good quality pictures.buy the High Jewelry by

cartier book instead,better pictures and much more jewelry and panther theme.i will nor recommend



to a friend for sure.

Very good product, very beautiful friends praise him!
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